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Note   After the game, please store play 
dough in the sealed air bag.

I. OverviewI. Overview
Each player receives 5 hologram cards. Then, at the same time, each player will form the item on the their card 
with play dough. When a player has finished making the item with play dough, they shout ‘Package!’, and the other 
players will have to guess what the item is.
When a single player has formed all the different items in their hand, the game ends. 
The player with the most points (completed cards and guessed items) wins the game.

II. ContentsII. Contents

Game Rules

7+ 3~6 20'

18 Video Tokens

1 Play Dough

6 Delivery Boards 

<Front> <Front>

<Back>

“Package!” 
[Alien Express] delivers the most  

up-and-coming objects from the Earth.
Make sure that the item matches the picture,  

or it might be returned to the maker!

75 Basic Cards 75 Advanced Cards

Hologram Card 
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III. Game SetupIII. Game Setup
   Shuffle the hologram cards regardless of difficulty, and deal a hand of 5 cards to each player. 
The remaining cards are returned to the box. They will not be used for this game.
Note   If that’s your first game, you can use only basic cards. More experienced players could use the advanced cards.

   Each player is given roughly the same quantity of play dough.

   Each player also gets 1 Delivery Board and 3 video Tokens. 
The remaining Delivery Boards and video Tokens are returned to the box.
Note   If you are an experienced player, you can use 2 video tokens only.

IV.IV. How to Play How to Play
In Alien Express, all players play simultaneously. players have to ‘Make items using 
play dough’ as well as ‘Propose Answers’ all together.

Make items using Play dough
Each cards item has to be formed using play dough, so that the other players may 
guess what it is.
The following steps are repeated until one player gets rid of his 5 hologram cards.

1  Choose one card from your hand. 
Note   Make sure the other players cannot see your cards at any time.

2  Build the items on the card using play dough so that the other players may 
guess what it is.    

3  When you have finished making the item, place it on the Delivery Board, move 
to the center and shout ‘Package!’.

4  If other players guess the name of the item as printed on the card, then they 
have the correct answer.

5  The player who correctly guessed the item’s name, takes the hologram card 
place on table, face up.

1

2

3

Setup for a 3-players Game

Package!Package!
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If no player guesses the correct answer

Choose one of the following options: 1. Build another item   or  2. Use a video Token

1. Build another item   

1  Take back your Delivery Board and play dough and  
place them in front of you.

2  Choose another card from your hand.

3  Continue the game from the ‘Make items using play  
dough’ step.

2. Use a video Token

1  Use one of the video Tokens you have in your hand.

2  Give hints to other players, by making sound effects or  
by animating yourself. Continue giving hints  
until a player guesses what the item is.
Note   If you have used a Hint Token, but other players do not succeed at 

guessing what the item is, you can decide to make another item, 
but you cannot take your spent token back.

JohnDavid

Propose an Answer
Anytime another player is shouting ‘Package!’, you can try to guess the name of the item before the other players.

1  Check what is on the delivery board of the player who shouted ‘Package!’’.

2  Whilst pointing at the item on the Delivery Board, propose an answer as to  what the item is.
Note   you may make several propositions.

3  If your answer is correct, take the card and place it in front of you, face up.

Julia

Package!Package!

Golf 
Club

Snail
Flag

Package!Package!

Hop Hop
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V. V. Game EndGame End
When a player has completed all 5 of their hologram cards, they shout ‘Delivery Finished!’ and the game ends 
instantly. The player with the most points wins. 
If two or more players have the same amount of points, the player who completed the most cards wins.
If some players are still tied,  then the player who had the most video tokens wins.  

If some players are still tied, then they share the joy of victory together.

 

1  Each completed card is worth  3 points. 

Note   Easily calculate your points by counting how many of the 5 cards are still in your hand..

2  Each card won from another player is worth  2 points.

3points × 3Cards = 9points 

2points × 4Cards = 8points 
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3 Completed cards

4 Cars taken from other players.
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Note   Each video token that you 
keep at the end of the 
game is worth 0 point.




